
90 Minutes
Narrative | Aeden O’Connor | 
Honduras | 92 min
90 Minutes explores four 
stories of violence, romance, and 
suspense united by the world’s 
greatest passion: soccer. 

Bait
Narrative | Mark Jenkin | United 
Kingdom | 89 min
With his childhood home now a 
get-away for wealthy Londoners, 
fisherman Martin’s struggle to re-
store his family to their traditional 
place creates increasing friction 
with tourists and locals alike.

Dutch Animation Celebration
Animated Shorts |  
Recommended Ages 8+ |  
Various | Netherlands | 74 min
NYICFF crossed the Atlantic to 
join forces with Cinekid, The 
Netherland’s premiere film 
festival for children, to share 
a program of the very best of 
Dutch animation.

Ema
Narrative | Pablo Larrain |  
Chile | 102 min
After a shocking incident upends 
her family life and marriage to 
a tempestuous choreographer, 
Ema, a reggaeton dancer, sets 
out on an odyssey of personal 
liberation, in this incendiary 

drama from director Pablo Larraín. 

The End of Love
Narrative | Keren Ben Rafael | 
France/Israel | 90 min
Julie and Yuval live in Paris, 
are in love and have just had 
a baby. When Yuval needs to 
return to Israel to renew his visa, 
they start sharing their family 
routine via video call, watching 

each other obsessively through a screen. Available in 
Oregon only. 

Kuessipan
Narrative | Myriam Verreault | 
Canada | 117 min
Two girls grow up as best friends 
in an Innu community. As they’re 
about to turn 17, their friendship 
is shaken when Mikuan falls for 
a white boy and starts dreaming 
of leaving the reserve that’s now 

too small for her dreams. Available in Oregon only.  

Mother
Documentary | Kristof Bilsen | 
Belgium/Thailand | 82 min
In a small village in Thailand, 
Pomm works in a care center 
for Europeans with Alzheimer’s. 
Separated from her children, she 
helps Elisabeth during the final 
stages of her life.

My Rembrandt
Documentary | Oeke Hoogendijk 
| Netherlands | 95 min
Rembrandt rocks the art world; 
350 years after his death, many 
people, even entire nations are 
obsessed with his paintings. The 
epic documentary My Rembrandt 
dives deep into the art world of 

Old Masters, exploring the motives of its elite.

Once You Know
Documentary | Emmanuel  
Cappelin | France | 104 min
This is the intimate journey of 
director Emmanuel Cappellin 
across the abyss of a world at the 
edge of climate-induced collapse. 
His voyage is that of a whole 
generation turning to climate 

scientists, grassroots initiatives, and mass rebellion in a 
desperate search for an exit.

The Perfect Candidate
Narrative | Haifaa Al Mansour | 
Saudi Arabia | 105 min
When Maryam is prevented from 
flying to Dubai for a medical 
conference without a male 
guardian’s approval, she seeks 
help from a politically connected 
cousin but inadvertently registers 

as a candidate for the municipal council.

The Reason I Jump
Documentary | Jerry Rothwell | 
US/United Kingdom | 82 min
An immersive cinematic explora-
tion of neurodiversity through the 
experiences of nonspeaking autis-
tic people from around the world, 
drawing from Naoki Higashida’s 
revelatory insights into autism.

There Is No Evil
Narrative | Mohammad Rasoulof | 
Germany/Iran | 152 min
Every country that enforces the 
death penalty needs people to kill 
other people. Four men are put in 
front of an unthinkable but sim-
ple choice. Whatever they decide, 
it will directly or indirectly corrode 

themselves, their relationships, and their entire lives.

Twilight’s Kiss (Suk Suk)
Narrative | Ray Yeung | Hong 
Kong | 92 min
Pak is a 70-year-old taxi driver 
who lives with his wife. Hoi lives 
with his devout Christian son and 
family. The two men, who have 
lived all their lives never revealing 
their sexual identities, meet by 

chance in the streets of Hong Kong and fall in love. 

The Weasels’ Tale
Narrative | Juan José Campanella | 
Argentina/Spain | 129 min
A beautiful actress from cinema’s 
golden age, an actor in the 
twilight of his life, a frustrated 
scriptwriter and an old director 
will do the impossible to try  
and preserve the world they have 

created in an old mansion.

Yalda, A Night for Forgiveness
Narrative | Massoud Bakhshi | 
Iran | 89 min
The reality TV show goes live. 
Tonight’s guest is Maryam, a 
young woman condemned to 
death. In front of millions of 
viewers, Maryam is supposed to 
beg for forgiveness and her life.
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